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Welcome
Welcome to Thánatos. This desolate island is little more than a war-ridden battlefield. Every year,
legendary heroes from lands across the world gather on this sacred island, ruined from centuries of
wars, to do battle for their respective gods. Controlling the altars on this island will grant followers
favor and prosperity for the coming year.

Objective
Heroes battle to earn Grace in the eyes of their deities. Grace is earned as a team by controlling altar
points and slaying enemy combatants. There are three ways a team may emerge from this battle
victorious:
•
•
•

Fill your team’s grace meter, being the first team to reach 20 grace points.
Conquer the island by controlling all eight altar points simultaneously.
Eliminate the opposition by slaying all opponents before they have an opportunity to
respawn.

Game Components
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1 Hex Game Board (22 hexes wide x 28 hexes tall, staggered by evens on X-axis (matches
size of board in game pack))
8 Hero tokens
8 Hero sheets
8 Status sheets
8 Status cards for tracking status effects
8 Blessing tokens
8 d20 for tracking hero health (scrap paper and pencil may be substituted for tracking
health)
2 d10 (distinguishable) for basic attack rolls
8 red glass counters for marking controlled altars for red team
8 blue glass counters for marking controlled altars for blue team
40 white glass counters for marking ability cooldowns and status counters
Rulebook
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Rules and Mechanics
Game Setup
Players
MortalGate can be played with 2 to 8 players divided as evenly as possible into two teams.
Depending on how many players there are, you can control from one to four hero characters. For
each hero, the player will control a hero token. The player will also have a hero sheet for each
controlled hero that contains stats and a means to track ability cooldowns, blessings, and status
effects with counters.

MortalGate is played on hex-map with the following important locations labeled below.
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Board Setup
Prior to starting the game, players must set up the board for play. From the components in the box,
players will place the associated blessing token at each of the altar spaces on the map. Finally place
a counter at 0 (zero) on the Grace meter of each team.

Draft Phase
During the draft phase, players will create their teams and select the heroes they will control
throughout the game.
After the board has been set up, players will divide themselves into two teams. If possible teams
should have an equal number of players. One member from each team will roll 1d6 to determine if
they will select the first hero or receive the first action. The team with the highest roll may decide to
select the first hero or receive the opening turn. If the team decides to receive the opening turn,
they will choose second in hero selection.
Teams will alternate, each member selecting a hero, until 8 (eight) heroes total have been chosen.
Once heroes have been selected, players will place their hero figures at the spawn point for their
respective team.
Prior to beginning the round, teams will decide within themselves the order in which the players
will act. This turn order, once decided, will remain constant throughout the remainder of the game.

Turn Sequence
Turns will alternate between teams and then between players as determined by the teams at the
end of the draft phase. For example, Team A Player 1, Team B Player 1, Team A Player 2, Team B
Player 2, and so on.
A player’s turn consists of four phases, to be completed in order. Once a phase has been completed
or exited, the player may not return back to it that turn. For example, once a player has chosen to
enter the combat phase and take a combat action, they may no longer return to the movement
phase. The four phases of a player’s turn are as follows:
•
•
•
•

Upkeep Phase
Movement Phase
Combat Phase
Capture Phase
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Upkeep Phase
The upkeep phase marks the beginning a player’s turn and is used to assist in tracking events that
happen over the course of multiple turns or rounds during a game.
At the beginning of a player’s upkeep phase, he or she will first reduce the cooldown counter of any
abilities on cooldown by 1 (one). If this would reduce the current cooldown of an ability to 0 (zero),
the counter can be removed from the hero sheet to denote that the ability is again available for use.

Each box denotes one turn on
cooldown.
Counter shows this ability is on
cooldown for two more turns.

Once cooldowns have been resolved, the player will then resolve any current status effects affecting
their hero. To do so, the player will fulfill the conditions of the status effect (see “Status Effects” in
the General Rules section). After doing so the player will reduce the counter on the associated
status effect marker. If this reduces the counter to 0 (zero), the player may remove the status effect
marker from his or her hero sheet.
Once all the steps of the upkeep phase have been completed, the player will move on to the
movement phase.

Movement Phase
The movement phase provides the player with the opportunity to traverse the map and strategize
the hero’s position.
A player may move his or her hero around the map based on the hero’s movement attribute. A hero
may move one node per movement point. A hero may not traverse over the impassable terrain
spaces on the map or spaces inhabited by another hero (See “Movement” in General Rules section).
Once a player has exhausted the movement points of his or her hero or chooses to exit the
movement phase, the hero may make no further moves this turn and the player will continue on to
the combat phase.

Combat Phase
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During the combat phase the player may decide to take a combat action on an enemy hero within
range.
Each hero is allowed one combat action per turn. The player may decide to use this combat action
to cast an ability, provided it is not on cooldown, or execute a basic attack. Upon using an attack, the
player will resolve the outcome of the attack (see “Attacking” in General Rules section).
Once a hero has completed a combat action or chosen to forgo a combat action this turn, the player
will continue on to the capture phase.

Capture Phase
During the capture phase, the player may choose to capture an altar if his or her hero inhabits the
altar’s altar zone. If the player’s hero is in an altar zone and the altar is not contested (see “Altars” in
General Rules) the player may decide to capture the altar for his or her team.
Capturing an altar immediately ends the player’s turn.

General Rules
Heroes
The Hero Sheet
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Hero Attributes
Health: The amount of damage a hero may receive before being slain
Damage: The base amount of damage a hero’s basic attack inflicts
Movement: the number of actions (not including combat) that a hero receives per turn
Dodge: the hero’s affinity for dodging basic attacks
Range: the base range of a hero’s basic attack and abilities
Accuracy: the hero’s affinity for hitting a target

Our Heroes and Abilities
Archers

A masterful hunter from Horith, Greven carries a deep respect for the creatures he kills. He is
always willing to help someone in need.
•
•

Long Shot (Range: 6 total, Cooldown: 2 turns) – increases Greven’s basic attack range by 3
units for a single attack.
Explosive Shot (Range: 3, Cooldown: 3 turns) – ability that deals Greven’s base damage +2
extra damage
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A mighty archer from Krinia, Seiren is the leader of an elite group of warriors that defend the
forest. Compassionate, Seiren never leaves a friend behind.
•
•

Full Draw (Range: 3, Cooldown: 3 turns) – heals target teammate by 4 health
Precision Targeting (Range: n/a, Cooldown: 3 turns) – Seiren’s gains +1 damage to her
attacks for 3 turns.

Mages
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Hellbent on wielding ultimate power, Elazar travels the world in search of the most destructive
spells. He seeks out the ruins of civilizations to learn ancient magic long buried and forgotten.
•
•

Chain Lightning (Range: 2, Cooldown: 3 turns) – deals Elazar’s base damage to target and
all enemies in nodes adjacent to target. Damage will continue to spread to adjacent nodes,
not counting nodes already affected, as long as an enemy inhabits them.
Static Charge (Range: n/a, Cooldown: 2 turns) – Elazar’s next two basic attacks will deal an
addition 1 damage

A wise and compassionate sage, Yodan is knowledgeable in restorative and destructive magic,
making him a balanced and fierce. Many seek his guidance in many forms.
•
•

Life Ward (Range: 2, Cooldown: 3 turns) – heal targeted teammate for 4 health
Blistering Pain (Range: 2, Cooldown: 2 turns) – deal 3 immediate damage to the target
enemy and apply the burning status effect for 2 turns

Warriors
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A fearsome sell-sword, Drexir will do any job if the money is right. As a child, Drexir was forced to
fight in the arena for entertainment, honing his skills and hardening his mind and body for battle.
•
•

Mighty Blow (Range: 1, Cooldown: 3 turns) – damage target enemy for Drexir’s base
damage +2 extra damage
Shield Wall (Range: n/a, Cooldown: 2 turns) – Drexir blocks all attacks, taking no damage
until his next turn
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Shunned from the city of Druzar, Sabea was told women could never become warriors. Determined,
Sabea trained hard herself and with the guidance of outsiders. Over these years contempt grew
inside her for anyone that doubted her abilities.
•
•

Rising Winds (Range: 1, Cooldown: 2 turns) – damaging ability that inflicts Sabea’s base
damage to all nodes adjacent to her position
Ring the Bell (Range: 1, Cooldown: 3 turns) – stun target enemy for one turn

Rogues

Dekhar is a masterful acrobat and poison-maker that can swiftly move in any environment.
Trained by the guild from a young age, Dekhar has great knowledge in different kinds of plants and
evasion techniques, making him a very dangerous foe
•
•

Infected Wounds (Range: 1, Cooldown: 2 turns) – target enemy is inflicted with poison
status effect for 3 turns
Cheap Shot (Range: n/a, Cooldown: 3 turns) – Dekhar attacks all enemies around him
within 1 node
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Zadita is a legendary assassin that kills only the most wicked. As a child, she was witness to her
parents’ murder. The murderers went free for many years, until one day Zadita exacted her longstanding revenge.
•
•

Quick Blade (Range: n/a, Cooldown: 3 turns) – Zadita may attack twice this turn.
Mercy Killing (Range: 1, Cooldown: 3 turns) – if target is under 4 health, they are instantly
killed

Grace Points
Grace points are awarded to a team for each kill or upon capturing an altar. Upon killing an enemy,
a team receives 1 (one) grace point. Capturing and altar awards a team 2 (two) grace points. Grace
points can be consistently tracked by moving the counter on each team’s Grace meter around the
edges of the board.

Altars
Altars may be captured by a team to earn grace points. To capture an altar, the hero must inhabit
the altar zone and the zone must not be contested. Capturing an altar immediately ends a player’s
turn.
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The red archer occupies the altar zone and
may capture this altar during the capture
phase of his or her turn as there are no
enemies contesting the altar.

Altar Contention
If at any time an enemy inhabits the same altar zone as a player, the altar is considered contested. A
contested altar may not be captured by either team. The enemy must be killed or moved out of the
altar zone before the altar may be captured.
This altar is contested. Neither team may
capture the altar point until no enemy
combatants occupy the altar zone.

Movement
During their movement phase, heroes may move at a rate of one node per point in their movement
attribute. Heroes may not move through impassable terrain or through nodes occupied by another
hero, ally or enemy.
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Nodes blocked by other
heroes. The red archer
is unable to move
through these nodes

Node blocked by
impassable terrain.

One node of movement.

Attacking
Attacks will be resolved using a hero’s attributes listed on the hero sheet. When using a basic attack,
the hero will have a chance to hit a specified target within the hero’s range. Hero’s must have lineof-sight at the target to attack.

Line-of-Sight
In order for a hero to attack a target, the
attacker must have line-of-sight on the target.
To have line of sight, the attacker must be
able to draw a straight line through the nodes
of the board to the target.

Other enemies
block line of sight.

Allies do not
block line of
sight

Line-of-sight can be blocked by other enemies
and impassable terrain. Allies of the attacker
to not block line of sight.
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Determining a Hit
An attacker’s chance to hit is determined by the following formula:
Chance to hit = 75 + accuracy attribute - target’s dodge attribute + blessing modifications
In order to determine the success or failure of an attack, the attacking player will roll 2
distinguishable d10. One of these dice will represent the ten’s column of the roll value and the other
will represent the one’s column. Rolling two 0’s (zero) is the equivalent of 100. The result of the
attack can be determined as follows:
Hit: Roll value >= 100 - chance to hit
Miss: Roll value < 100 - chance to hit
The damage of a successful hit can be calculated as follows:
Total Damage = attacker’s damage attribute + blessing mods + ability mods (if active)
If an attack reduces an enemy to or below 0 (zero) health, the enemy is slain.
(A quick reference table is included in the appendix.)

Death
Upon death, a player must remove his or her hero figure from the board. All cooldowns for the hero
are reset and status effects are removed. At the beginning of that hero’s next turn, his or her hero
may return to the game at the team’s spawn point proceeding as normal.

Blessings
Teams may earn blessings by taking control of altars. Each altar has a corresponding blessing.
When a team captures an altar, they earn the blessing from that altar. The bonus awarded by the
blessing are received by the entire team.
When control of an altar changes teams, the former team will lose the blessing bonuses of that altar
to the team now in control of it.

Blessing Types
Pinpoint: +5 Accuracy
Heroes gains +5 to their accuracy attribute.

Evasive: +10 Dodge
Heroes gain +10 to their dodge attribute.
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Forceful: +1 Damage
Heroes gain +1 to their damage attribute.

Divine Shield: Reduce damage taken by 1.
Heroes take 1 less damage from all attacks.

Sprint: +1 Movement
Heroes gain +1 to their movement attribute.

Leech: Heal for 1 health on successful basic attack (cannot exceed Hero’s max health)
A successful basic attack returns one health to the attacker.

Splinter: Basic attacks also hit adjacent nodes on either side of the target
Enemies in the adjacent nodes immediately to the left and right of the target (angled toward the
attacker) are also affected by a successful basic attack.

Splintering Attack

Shockwave: Basic attacks also hit 2 nodes directly behind the target
Enemies in the 2 nodes directly behind the target are also affected by a successful basic attack.
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Shockwave Attack

Status Effects
Status effects may be applied to heroes through the abilities of others. Status effects continue for a
duration denoted by the ability. The time remaining on a status effect will be reduced at each
beginning of the sufferer’s turn.

Status Effect Types
Burning: burning heroes suffer 1 damage at the beginning of their turn. Burn damage
spreads to other members of the sufferer’s team occupying nodes adjacent to the sufferer.
Poison: poisoned heroes suffers 1 damage at the beginning of their turn and mobility is
reduced by 2 for the duration of the poison.
Stun: stunned heroes are unable to move or attack.

Rules Questions & Strategies
FAQ
Q. What are Grace Points and how do I earn them?
A. Grace Points are “Grace in the eyes of their deity”. This means that the more your hero
gets, the more you appeal to the deity you represent. You gain Grace Points by taking
control of altars and/or defeating players in the enemy team in combat.
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Q. What is an altar and how can I capture one?
A. An altar is a conquerable territory in which you capture to gain control. You can capture an
altar by moving your hero within the altar’s altar zone. To capture the altar, the altar must
not be contested by an enemy.
Q. How many Grace Points do you earn for capturing an altar? What is the maximum amount
of Grace Points you can earn?
A. You get 2 Grace Points for capturing an altar. The maximum amount of points a hero can
gain is 20 Grace Points. Once you or your team gains 20 Grace Points, you win the game.
Q. How do I use an ability? Is there a period of time I have to wait after I use it?
A. You have the option to use an ability the same way you would attack. A player may choose
to use any ready ability on their hero during the attack phase of your turn. Depending on
the ability, the cooldown time may differ. Generally, it is between 2 and 3 rounds. You are
able to locate exactly how long you must wait on your hero card. You can keep track of how
long it has been by putting a marble in the stylized square on your hero card.

Strategy Tips
•

Thoughtful teams will often begin planning their strategies before the draft phase has
begun. Pairing a team composition with the team’s strategy can make the team much more
effective. Some team compositions will be better equipped for high mobility, allowing them
to reach altars quickly, while other compositions may be better suited for sustained combat.
It is generally suggested, especially for beginners, to build a well-rounded team with a hero
from each class.

•

Effective players will almost always collaborate their attacks and use of abilities. Using
abilities with a premeditated strategy can often result in stronger outcomes. For example,
stunning an opponent to allow your powerful mage to get into range for a high damage spell
could be disastrous for an opponent.

•

Deciding which heroes to use to attack and defend can be an important strategic decision. It
is often a good idea to pair a ranged hero with a warrior to allow the warrior to absorb
damage and block the opponent from reaching a ranged teammate, allowing the ranged
teammate to safely chip-away at the enemy’s health.

Appendix
Quick-reference Combat Table
Required roll to hit = 100 – (75 + Attacker’s accuracy – Defender’s dodge)
(This table has been calculated prior to any blessing bonus modifications.)
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Defender

Attacker
Drexir

Sabea

Seiren

Grevan

Yodan

Elazar

Zadita

Dekhar

Drexir

X

20+

16+

16+

19+

18+

17+

17+

Sabea

22+

X

17+

17+

20+

19+

18+

18+

Seiren

31+

70+

X

26+

29+

28+

27+

27+

Grevan

24+

23+

19+

X

22+

21+

20+

20+

Yodan

23+

22+

18+

18+

X

20+

19+

19+

Elazar

26+

25+

21+

21+

24+

X

22+

22+

Zadita

32+

31+

27+

27+

30+

29+

X

28+

Dekhar

29+

28+

24+

24+

27+

26+

25+

X

Example: Drexir needs to roll greater than or equal to 22 in order to hit Sabea.
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Print-outs
Hero Sheets
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Status Effect Cards
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Blessings (sized for hex board in game pack)

Hero tokens (sized for board in game pack)
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Board Layout
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Sources of Images
https://www.pinterest.com/carlosaafds/hunted-the-demons-forge-art-pictures/
http://dragoninquisition.com/
http://game-icons.net/
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